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Auditory Deprivation is a condition that occurs in individuals suffering 

from hearing loss where their brain loses the ability to interpret words due 

to a lack of stimulation over an extended period of time. 





Who is affected

 It can affect almost anyone, people with mild 

hearing loss to those with more severe hearing 

loss

 People who wear old hearing aids or only wear 

one when two are necessary.

 Untreated Hearing loss

 People who don't wear their instruments all the 

time.



Hearing and Understanding

 Ear move sound to our brain

 Speech interpretation is processed by the brain

 Ears unable to hear sounds, brain has nothing to 

process

 Lack of stimulation in this area of the brain 

causes you to lose functionality of understanding 

speech.

 Basically – Use it or Lose it!



Most people in this room came from this era of people 

who were raised to work hard for what they want.

 Without dedication there is no benefit

I continue to search for a reason why “some” of my 

client are looking to blame the Hearing “aid” and not 

willing to put in the time and effort to get the full 

benefits...

 New aids touting brain hearing!  



 Bought a pencil...Does it write by itself?  

 Bought a computer...will it do all the research for 

you?

Almost! But not there yet!

Buy a car and expect it to drive by itself?  

Almost! But not there yet!

 Knee Replacement, hips and shoulders reconstruction 

 Do you use the gym?  Why?   

 Why is our hearing any different?  

 Because relatively it is new science. 



What can you do?

 Wear your hearing instruments all day everyday

 Get your hearing tested every year

 Don't wait … No procrastinating!

 Work the program...Program? What Program?



The Program

The program is Rehab for hearing...

 Book on tape – and the book! 

 L.A.C.E.

 Brain HQ

 Elevate

 Using Captioned Telephone like Captel



Books on Tape

 Check out a book on tape, and check out the 

book to match.

 Unfamiliar voice 

 Following along

 Your brain hears it, Your brain sees it...

 Your brain connects...try a British narrator! 



L.A.C.E
Listening And Communication Enhancement

 Retrain the brain to comprehend speech up to 40% 

better

 Difficult listening situations 

 Noisy Restaurants

 Rapid speakers

 Competing speakers

Physical therapy can help rebuild muscles and adjust 

movements to compensate for physical weakness or 

injury, LACE will help develop skills to listen better 



BrainHQ 

 Built and tested by an international team of top 

neuro-scientists and other brain experts.

 Cognitive benefits – better memory,faster 

processing, safer driving and better hearing in noisy 

places. 

 Computer, Laptop, Iphone

 Train at least 4 x a week



Elevate

This program is like taking a brain mufti-vitamin every 

day! 

Cognitive training tool for your smart phone or 

computer tablet.

Train a minimum of 4 times a week about 15 to 30 

minutes a day 



In Conclusion








